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NORM AND SPECTRAL CHARACTERIZATIONS
IN BANACH ALGEBRAS

by V. A. Belfi and R. S. Doran

1. Introduction

Commutative Banach algebras enjoy a remarkably complete and

beautiful structure theory due, in large part, to the efforts of a single man,
I. M. Gelfand. The simplicity and beauty of this theory has prompted a

number of mathematicians over the past fifteen years to seek conditions

on an algebra (usually on its norm, spectral radius, etc.) in order that it be

commutative.

Looking back to the late thirties, just before the splendid work of
Gelfand, the question of characterizing those Banach algebras which are

isomorphic to the real or complex numbers, or to the quaternions was

being considered by S. Mazur. A corollary of one of his results, namely
that a complex normed algebra which is a field is isomorphic to the

complex numbers, turned out to be so basic that it is the foundation
on which Gelfand's whole structure theory for commutative algebras
rests.

Many papers have now been written concerning the characterization
of commutativity in Banach algebras, and also on the problem of
determining which algebras are isomorphic to R, C or the quaternions H. The

purpose of this paper is to survey the results of these papers, giving full
proofs (when possible), and also giving historical perspective. Our goal
is to provide the reader, as best we are able, with an unobstructed view
of the subject. To this end, and also to make the paper accessible to a
wide audience, we have included a few well-known arguments from the
general theory of Banach algebras. These serve, in several cases, to reveal
important techniques which shed light on later developments. A substantial
bibliography has been assembled to aid the reader wishing to pursue the
subject further.
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2. The Mazur-Gelfand theorem

A normed algebra is an associative linear algebra A over the real or
complex field which is also a normed linear space satisfying || xy || < || x ||
• || y || for every x and y in A. If A is complete in this norm, it is called a

Banach algebra.
In 1938 Stanislaw Mazur [57] announced the following classification

theorem for real normed division algebras:

Theorem 2.1. [Mazur]. A real normed algebra with identity in which

every nonzero element has an inverse is isomorphic to either R, C, or the

quaternions H.

An immediate consequence of this result, which classifies normed
division algebras over C, is known as the Mazur-Gelfand theorem:

Theorem 2.2. [Mazur-Gelfand]. A complex normed algebra with

identity in which every nonzero element has an inverse is isomorphic to the

complex numbers.

This complex version follows in a standard way from Theorem 2.1

since every complex normed algebra is also a real normed algebra, and the

possibilities of R and H are easily eliminated in the complex case.

An historical precursor to Mazur's theorem was published by Alexander
Ostrowski in 1918 [65]. It states that every field with an archimedean
valuation is topologically isomorphic with a subfield of C carrying the

ordinary absolute value as its valuation. If the field has additionally the

structure of a real vector space, then the possibilities are further reduced

to R or C.

The details of Mazur's proof were too lengthy to be included in his

announcement, and it was Gelfand who furnished the first published
proof [38] of the complex version, which bears his name. His proof, different
from Mazur's, uses a generalized form of Liouville's theorem from complex
analysis. The theorem was established independently by Lorch [55] whose

proof likewise was based on Liouville's theorem; he points out that
substantially the same argument was given earlier by Taylor [91]. We now
record this elegant proof in a form which uses the classical version of
Liouville's theorem.

Gelfand's proof of the Mazur-Gelfand Theorem 2.2. For any element x
of the complex normed algebra A with identity e, we show that x Xe
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for some complex A.Suppose to the contrary that x - ^ 0 for all

in C. Since Ais a division algebra, it follows that — is invertible for

all A, i.e., (x— Xe)'1exists. Let x (A) (x— By the Hahn-Banach

theorem there is a bounded linear functional on such that {x 1.

Define g : C - C by g(A) L (x (A)); then g (0) 1. Moreover, g is

an entire function. Indeed, since x (A) — (A — (A) x for

A, g in C, it follows that

lim
g (A) ~ 9 (ß)

lim L ((A)x L(x(g)2).
A-M X — }1

Further | g (X) | < || L || || x (X) || and since x (X) -» 0 as | X | oo, g (X)

0. By Liouville's theorem the bounded entire function g is constant;
hence ^7 0. This is a contradiction since g (0) 1, and the proof is

complete.

The spectrum of an element x of a complex algebra with identity e is

the set o (x) — {leC:x~ Xe is singular}, so Gelfand's proof can be

viewed as a demonstration that the spectrum of any element of a complex

normed algebra with identity is nonempty. This fact together with the

application of Liouville's theorem forms a continuous thread running
through the generalizations and related results presented in this paper.

3. Classification of real normed division algebras

Although it does not appear to be widely known, Mazur's original paper
on normed division algebras [57] considers only the case of algebras over R.

If a real division algebra is also finite-dimensional, the classical theorem
of Frobenius classifies it as R, C ,or H. Mazur demonstrated finite-dimensionality

in two steps: first he used a rather lengthy argument involving
analytic function theory to show that it cannot contain a subalgebra
isomorphic to the rational functions in one indeterminate with real coefficients.
He then quoted an algebraic theorem to the effect that every real infinite-
dimensional division algebra must contain such a subalgebra. The details
of the first step may now be found in W. Zelazko's book [109, pp. 18-22].

F. F. Bonsall and J. Duncan [30] have given a more direct and self-
contained proof of Mazur's theorem, which relies on precisely the same
analytic fact as Gelfand's proof of the complex version; namely that every
element of a complex normed algebra with identity has nonempty spectrum.
They modify a standard proof of Frobenius' theorem (yid. Pontrjagin
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[68, pp. 158-163]) by using the nonemptiness of the spectrum instead of
finite-dimensionality to obtain the first major step. The remainder of the

proof, though long, consists of entirely elementary algebraic verifications.
We shall not reproduce this proof here.

If A is an algebra over R, its complexification Ac is analogous to the
construction of C from R. (We may think of Ac as A + iA.) Ac will have

a unit if and only if A does. Moreover if A is a normed algebra, the norm
may be extended to Ac in a standard fashion (vid. Rickart [73, pp. 8-9])
so that the extension is complete whenever the original norm on A is.

The spectrum o (x) of an element x in A is defined to be its spectrum in
Ac. Thus if A has a unit e, oc + iß eg (x) if and only if the element

(a + iß) (e, 0) — (x, 0) is singular in Ac. Again by analogy with the complex
numbers it is immediate that if a and b are commuting elements of A, (a, b)
is invertible in Ac if and only if a2 + b2 is invertible in A. Thus a + iß
e a (x) if and only if (a-x)2 + ß2 is singular in A.

4. Norm conditions and topological divisors of zero

In his original paper Mazur [57] also announced a companion theorem.

Theorem 4.1. [Mazur]. A real normed algebra A satisfying \\xy\\
11 x 11 11 y 11 is isomorphic to R, C, or H.

It is particularly worth noting that Theorem 4.1 (as stated in Mazurs'
paper) carries no assumption that A has an identity element. Our goal in
this section is to prove a generalization of this theorem due to Irving Ka-
plansky [53]. Its formulation depends on the concept of a topological
divisor of zero in a normed algebra introduced by Shilov in 1940 [77]. An
element x of a normed algebra is said to be a topological divisor of zero

(t.d.z.) if there is a sequence yn9 || yn |J 1, such that xyn -» 0 or ynx -* 0.

Kaplansky's result is then:

Theorem 4.2. [Kaplansky]. If A is a real normed algebra having no

nonzero topological divisors of zero, then A is isomorphic to R, C, or H.

The development of the proof below closely follows Kaplansky's line

of reasoning except for changes made to avoid the use of algebraic results

not established here and instead to take advantage of Theorem 2.1. Mazur's

original proof of Theorem 4.1 used algebraic results analogous to some
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facts of algebraic number theory and a form of Frobenius' theorem not

assuming an identity element. Here, however we will adhere as closely as

possible to techniques in the spirit of the theory of normed algebras.

The recurrent theme of the nonemptiness of the spectrum of any element

of a complex normed algebra will again surface in dealing with algebras not
necessarily having an identity. Consequently a suitable definition of the

spectrum is required for algebras without identity, in which every element is

a fortiori singular. In any ring define a binary operation x oy x + y
- xy. It is easily verified that o is associative and has 0 as a two-sided

identity. An element y, necessarily unique, is called the quasi-inverse of
x if V oy 0 y ox. If y exists, x is said to be quasi-regular, and its

quasi-inverse is denoted x'. If no such y exists, x is quasi-singular. The set

of quasi-regular elements of a ring A is then a group under the circle operation.

If A has an identity element 1, the relation 1 — (x oy) (1 — x) (1 — y)
shows that x is quasi-regular if and only if 1 — x is invertible. Guided
by these observations, it is standard to formulate a definition of spectrum
without reference to an identity. If x e A, an algebra over C, a nonzero
complex number /I belongs to the spectrum o (x) of x if and only if x/X
is quasi-singular. The spectrum will contain 0 unless A has an identity and

x is invertible. For real algebras the spectrum is defined as before via the

complexification, whence a nonzero complex number a + iß e o (x) if
and only if (2ax - x2)/(oc2 + ß2) is quasi-singular. It is easy to check that
this definition coincides with the original one when A has an identity.

We now survey some basic properties pertaining to the concepts just
introduced. In what follows A denotes a complete normed algebra over R
or C unless the contrary is stated.

Proposition 4.3. Every x in A satisfying || x || < 1 is quasi-regular
oo

with x' - Yu x" and || x' || < || x ||/(1 ~~\\x\\)-
n l

00

Proof. The geometric series £ x" converges by completeness and
n 1

oo oo

X - Yjx" + xX x" 0.The bound on II x' II follows by applying
n=1 n—1

the triangle inequality to x' — x + xx\

Proposition 4.4. If y is quasi-regular, so is y + x for || x || < k
1/0+ II/H), and || (y + x)' -y'||< || x ||/(fc-||jt||) fc.
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Proof. If || x || < k, || x - xy' || < || x || (1 + ||y||) <1, so u x
— xy' is quasi-regular. Since (y + x) oy' w, y' ou' is a right quasi-
inverse for y + x. Repeating the argument for x — y'x we find that y + x
also has a left quasi-inverse. Thus y + x is quasi-regular and (.y + x)'

y' ou'. Moreover (y + x)' — y' y' ou' — y' u' — y'u', so || (y + x)'
— y'II<(i + lb'||) || «' || <(i + ||/!|) || «||/0-|HI) <11xII O + lb'ID2/
(i-IWId + lblD) \\x\\i(k-\\x\\)k.

Corollary 4.5. (a) The set QR of quasi-regular elements of A is

open and y -* y ' is continuous.

(b) If A has an identity, the set G of invertible elements is open and

y -» y~1 is continuous.

Proof. Part (a) follows immediately from Propositions 4.3 and 4.4.

Since G 1 — QR and y ~1 1 — (1 — y)' for y e G, (b) follows from (a).

Corollary 4.6. The spectrum of any element is closed and bounded.

Proof. If X e a (x), 1^0, x/À is quasi-singular so || x/X || | X |
~ 1||x ||

> 1 by Proposition 4.3. Thus | X | < || x || for all X e a (x). If X $ o (x),
A ^ 0, then x/X is quasi-regular. Since QR is open x//z will be quasi-regular
for all ji sufficiently near X. If 0 $ o (x)? then xeG, so 2 — xeG for all X

sufficiently near 0. Thus C \ a (x) is open and a (x) is closed.

Corollary 4.7. If y is quasi-regular, then [(y +Xy)' - y']/X -> (y')2
— y' as X -> 0.

Proof. Taking x Xy in Proposition 4.4 so that u X(y-yy')
—Xy' we have [(y+Xy)' — y'~\/A \{ — Xy')' - y' — Xy')']/X

00

L (- in"-1[(yf - o >')n+1]->(y')2 - y'as A->0
n= 1

Even if A has no identity element we may speak of X — x being a

topological divisor of zero for any scalar X, i.e., Xyn - xyn -+0 or Xyn - ynx
-> 0 for a sequence yn, 11 11 1. With this convention we have the

following result:

Proposition 4.8. (a) If x belongs to the frontier of QR, then 1 — x
is a t.d.z.

(b) If A has an identity and x belongs to the frontier of G, then x
is a t.d.z.
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Proof, (a) Since QR is open, x is quasi-singular and xn -> x where

xneQR. Now {x^} is not bounded; for otherwise x ox'n (x-xn)
— (x —xn) xn implies that || x ox'n || < 1 and hence x oxne QR for large n.

This would mean xg QR. Let z„ x^/|| xn ||. Then zn - xzn (x-x„)/
|| x'n || " (x~xr) zr - x/1| x^ || -^ 0. Part (b) follows from (a) since G 1

- QR.

Proposition 4.9. Suppose A is a real normed algebra. If x is a t.d.z.

in the completion or complexification of A, then x is a t.d.z. in A.

Proof. In the case of the complexification we suppose x is a t.d.z. in

A c, so we have, say, x (an + ibn) -> 0 where an9 bneA and || an + ibn || « 1.

Then xar ^ 0 as xbr 0. Not both {an} and {bn} can converge to zero,

for then an + ibn -> 0. If an -+ 0, by taking subsequences if necessary and

normalizing we can obtain xan -» 0 where 11 an 11 1.

In the case of the completion suppose x is a t.d.z. in the completion
A' of A. Then xyn 0 for yn e A' and || yn || 1. Using the density of
A in Ä and constructing a suitable "diagonal" sequence we can choose

zn G A such that xz,. -* 0 and z„ -> 0. It follows that x is a t.d.z. in A.

The following lemma, crucial to the proof of Theorem 4.2, employs the

same technique Gelfand used to prove the Mazur-Gelfand theorem to
establish a necessary condition for the spectrum of an element to be

"degenerate", i.e., {0}.

Lemma 4.10. If o (x) - {0}, then x is a t.d.z.

Proof. We may, of course, assume that x ^ 0, and by Proposition 4.9

it suffices to consider the complex case. Since Xx g QR for all IgC we

can consider {(Ax)' : X g C}. This set must be unbounded. Otherwise for
any continuous linear functional / on A, X / [(2x)'] would be bounded
and by Corollary 4.7 entire. Liouville's theorem implies that / must be

constant. Therefore / (0) / (1), i.e., 0 / (x'). Since / was arbitrary
the Hahn-Banach theorem implies that x' 0, so x 0, contradicting our
assumption. Thus we may choose a complex sequence Xn -> oo such that
yn (Xnxf is unbounded. Letting zr yj([y„|| we have xzn ynxyj

I. I! x/\\ y„||+ zjl„-> 0. Thus x is a t.d.z.
By examining the proof of Corollary 4.7 in the case where it is applied

above and by using the "completion" part of Proposition 4.9 one can
omit the completeness of A from the hypothesis of Lemma 4.10. We shall,
however, not need this in the proof of Theorem 4.2 to which we now turn.
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Proof of Kaplansky 's Theorem (4.2). The crux of the proof is to show

that A must have an identity element. Then it is easy to see that A is a division

algebra so that Mazur's Theorem 2.1 applies. Let x be any nonzero
element of A and let B be the complexification of the completion of A.
Since x is not a t.d.z. in B, a (x) contains nonzero elements; it is also closed

and bounded. Therefore we may choose X a + iß # 0 belonging to
the frontier of a (x). Then z (2 x —x2)/(a2 + ß2) is a quasi-singular
element which is the limit of quasi-regular elements. By Proposition 4.8
1 — z is a t.d.z. in B, hence in A. For each y in A it follows that y — yz
and y ~ zy are t.d.z. ; thus yz y zy for all y in A. So A has an identity
element. The set S [xe A : x ^ 0 and x is singular} is open since S

does not meet the frontier of G. Then ^4\{0} G kj S, where G n S

0, so either A \ {0} is disconnected or S 0. The former condition
occurs only if dimR^4 1 [see Lemma 4.12 below for details.] Then A ~ R
and the conclusion holds. The latter immediately implies that A is a division
algebra, and Theorem 2.1 concludes the proof.

Since a normed algebra satisfying || xy || || x || [| y || can have no
non-zero topological divisors of zero, Theorem 4.2 implies Theorem 4.1.

The hypothesis of 4.1 can be weakened slightly:

Corollary 4.11. If A is a real normed algebra satisfying || xy ||

>ß\\x\\ Ht || for some positive constant ß and all x, y, then A is

isomorphic to R, C, or H.

If the multiplicative norm condition || xy || \\x\\ || y || holds for
all x, y in a Banach algebra A with unit e and || e || 1, then certainly
1 || XX"1 || || jc || I[ x~1 11, i.e., || x-1 || || x II"1 for all invertible x
in A. R. E. Edwards [37] has shown that in a real Banach algebra with
identity this condition also characterizes the classical division algebras

over R. This follows in an elementary way from Mazur's Theorem 2.1.

We begin with two lemmas both of which are well-known.

Lemma 4.11. Let A be a Banach algebra with identity e and G the

group of invertible elements of A. If (xr} c G, || x~1 || is a bounded

sequence, and xn -> x, then x e G.

Proof Suppose || x"1 || <M for every n. The identity x"1 - x"1
x~1 (xm - xn) x~J then implies that 11 x~1 - x~1 11 < M 2

11 xn — xm 11 ;

hence (x"1} is Cauchy. Let y lim x"1. The continuity of multiplication
gives xy e yx so that x e G.
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Lemma 4.12. If A is a normed linear space with dimR^4 2, then

A \ { 0 } is connected.

Proof Let a and b belong to A \ { 0 }. If a and b are independent over R,

the segment {ta + (1 ~t) b : 0 t <1 1} does not contain 0. If a and b

are dependent over R, we can choose c independent of a (hence of b) over

R since dimRA > 2. Thus both a and b can be joined to c by a line not

containing 0. This proves A \ {0} is arcwise connected.

Theorem 4.13. [Edwards]. If A is a Banach algebra with identity such

that ||x_1|| |[* ||_1 for all invertible x, then A is isomorphic to R,

C, or Pi. If A is a complex Banach algebra satisfying this condition, A is

isomorphic to C.

Proof. If dimRT 1, the conclusion is obvious. Otherwise we show

that A is a division algebra and apply Mazur's theorem. According to

Corollary 4.5 (b), the set G of invertible elements is open in A, hence in

A \ {0}. We show that G is also closed in A \ {0}. Let xn e G and xn — x

/ 0. Then || x'1 || || x„ ||-1. Since || x„ ||_1 || x ||_1 > 0, we see

that || xn ||_1 is a bounded sequence of real numbers. By Lemma 4.11,

xe G with x"1 -> x-1. As we are assuming dimR^4 >2, A \ {0} is

connected by Lemma 4.12 and G A \ {0} as required.

Corollary 4.14. If A is a Banach algebra with identity and there is

a constant a satisfying || x || || x_1 || <a || xx_1 || for all invertible x,
then A is isomorphic to R, C, or H.

Proof. This weaker condition on the norm also guarantees that || x"1 ||

is a bounded sequence.

M. Seetharama Gowda [42] has given a different proof of the complex
version of Edwards' theorem based on numerical range. He requires only
that the set {x e A : || x || H*"1 || 1} have nonempty interior. This

apparently weaker condition is also proved sufficient by S. Aurora [17]
in a version of Edwards' theorem in the more general context of metric
rings.

In the direction of the results of Gowda and Aurora one might study
the impact of imposing various conditions dealt with in this survey on a

nonempty open subset of the algebra rather than on the whole algebra.
For example, || xy || || x || || y || where x, y range over an open set U,
or || xx' || || x || || x' || for all x in an open subset U of QR. These
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conditions can be considered for algebras with or without identity. As we
shall see later B. Aupetit [9] has obtained some theorems of this kind.

By considering the incomplete normed algebra of polynomials with
n n

complex coefficients and norm || £ cpc1 || £ | ct\, it is
i 0 i o

easy to see that completeness is essential in Edwards' theorem.

5. Norm conditions and commutativity

The investigation of further conditions on the norm of a normed algebra
lead to consideration of the spectral radius, defined by

p(x) lim ||x"||1//l.
«->oo

We list several of its properties for later reference (see [73, pp. 10, 30]).

For elements x and y in a normed algebra A :

(1) p (.V) < || X |j,

(2) p (xy p (yx)andp (x") p (x)".

(3) p (x + y) < p(x) + p (y) and p < p (x) p
if xy yx.

(4) p (.x) sup {| a I : X e a (x)} provided A is complete.

In view of the exceptionally strong consequences of the multiplicative
norm condition 11 xy 11 11 x 11 11 y 11 it is natural to inquire into the

algebraic implications of the similar condition

Il x2 M || x ||2 (*)

One familiar consequence of (*) in a normed algebra A is that

p(x) || x || (**)

for all x in A. On the other hand since p always satisfies p (x2) p (x)2,
the conditions (*) and (**) are equivalent in any normed algebra. Their

importance can be surmised by noting that they imply the Gelfand representation

for commutative Banach algebras is isometric.
Almost simultaneously Claude Le Page [54] and R. A. Hirschfeld

together with W. Zelazko [47] discovered independently that (*) in fact

implies the commutativity of A. Although both papers use essentially the
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same techniques, the exponential function and Liouville's theorem, they

are complementary in the direction of corollaries pursued. We shall survey
these two papers here providing some simplifications of proofs and

generalizations of the theorems when possible.

Theorem 5.1. [Le Page, Hirschfeld-Zelazko]. If A is a normed algebra

over C satisfying || x ||2 < a || x2 || for all x in A and some constant a,
then A is commutative.

Proof The inequality || x ||2 < a || x2 || extends to the completion
of A so that we may assume A is a Banach algebra. Iterating the given
estimate, || x \\2n < a2"-1 || x2n || or || x || < a1-1/2ri || x2n ||1/2n ap (x)
as n -> oo.

If A has no identity, adjoin one to obtain Al9 which contains A iso-

metrically as a closed two-sided ideal. (We do not claim that || x || < ap (x)
holds on all of A1.) Let x and y be arbitrary elements of A, and set z (A)

exp (Ax) y exp - Ax), A g C. If L is any continuous linear functional
on A, define / (A) L (z (A)). Then / is an entire function of A. Since

exp (-Ax) exp (Ax)-1 (in A1 if A has no identity element) and z (A)

g A, || z (A) || < ap (exp (Ax) y exp —Ax)( ap (y). Therefore/is bounded
and entire. By Liouville's Theorem / is constant so / (A) L (y)

L(z (0)). Differentiating / with respect to A by the product rule and
setting A 0, we have 0 /'(()) L (exp (Ax) (xy ~ y x) exp (-Ax)) | A=0

L(xy-yx). By the Hahn-Banach Theorem, xy - yx 0 since L
was arbitrary.

As a corollary we obtain a relation between the spectral radius and
the norm which implies commutativity. This is the form which the principal
theorem of Hirschfeld-Zelazko takes.

Corollary 5.2. [Hirschfeld-Zelazko]. If A is a complex normed
algebra satisfying ||x||<ap(x) for all x in A and some constant a,
then A is commutative.

Proof Squaring the relation 11 x 11 < (x), we have 11 x 112 < oc2p (x)2
a2p (x2) < a2 || x2 ||; so the hypothesis of Theorem 5.1 holds with

the constant a2.

Corollaries 5.3-5.7 below comprise the remaining results of the
Hirschfeld-Zelazko paper and follow fairly easily from Corollary 5.2. An element
of a normed algebra is called quasi-nilpotent if its spectral radius is zero.

L'Enseignement mathém., t. XXVI, fasc. 1-2. 8
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Corollary 5.3. If A is a complex normed algebra in which 0 is
the only quasi-nilpotent element and p is subadditive and submultiplicative,
then A is commutative.

Proof Under the hypotheses p is a norm on A. Apply Theorem 5.1

to the normed algebra (A, p) with a 1.

In Corollary 5.3 if A is complete we can omit the hypothesis that p
is submultiplicative, and follow the proof of Theorem 5.1: Take L to be

any p-continuous (hence || • ||-continuous) linear functional on A and
observe that z (/I) is p-bounded. Applying the Hahn-Banach Theorem to
the normed linear space (A, p) we obtain xy yx as before.

Corollary 5.4. If A is a complex Banach algebra and p is subadditive
and submultiplicative, then p(xy — yx) 0 for all x, y in A.

Proof Since p (xy) < p (x) p (y), N {x e A : p (x) 0} is an
ideal of A. N is closed because p is continuous, being subadditive and
dominated by || • ||. Thus A/N is a Banach algebra. The spectral radius

on A/ N satisfies p (x+ N) p (x) for every x in A since p (x) sup {\X\ : X

ecr(x)} and each element of N is quasi-regular [See Lemma 6.1 below.]
Thus p on A/ N is likewise subadditive and submultiplicative. Corollary 5.3

implies that A/ N is commutative so that xy — yx e N as required.
In order to state the next corollary we need to define the (Jacobson)

radical of an algebra, which will also play a prominent role in the latter

part of this paper. A left ideal I of an algebra A is called modular if there
is an element u in A satisfying xu — x e I for all x in A. The radical of A,
denoted Rad (A) is the intersection of all maximal modular left ideals

of A. Some relevant facts about the radical at this point are that Rad (A)
cz N {xgJ :p(x) 0} and Rad (A) is the largest two-sided ideal

of A in which every element is quasi-regular (See Rickart [73, pp. 55-57].)

Corollary 5.5. If A is a complex Banach algebra and p is subadditive

and submultiplicative, then ^4/Rad (A) is commutative.

Proof. Since N is an ideal under the given conditions, the properties
of the radical mentioned above imply that N Rad A. An application
of Corollary 5.4 yields the desired result.

We shall see subsequently that either the subadditivity or the sub-

multiplicativity of p separately imply that AjRad (A) is commutative.

Corollary 5.6. In a non-commutative complex normed algebra,
inf p (x/||x||) 0 and inf || x2 ||/|| x ||2 0.
jc^O xi=0



Proof. If either infinum is positive, an inequality of the kind \\x\\
< ap (x) or || x ||2 < a || x2 || would hold, implying commutativity.

Corollary 5.7. Every non-commutative finite dimensional normed

algebra contains a non-zero nilpotent element.

Proof. Since the unit sphere is compact the continuous function

x || x2 || assumes the value of its infimum.
Le Page's study of commutativity considers conditions on the norm

directly rather than on the spectral radius.

Theorem 5.8. [Le Page]. If A is a complex normed algebra with identity
such that || xy || < a || yx || for all x, y in A and some constant a,
then A is commutative.

Proof. The norm condition extends to the completion of A so we

may assume that A is a Banach algebra. Let z (2) exp (2x) y exp — Xx)
for X in C. Then || z (A) || < a 11 y 11 so the proof is completed as in Theorem

5.1.

This theorem has been improved by Baker and Pym [27] to require that
A have only a bounded approximate identity. Their method uses the
exponential function and Liouville's Theorem in much the same way as Le Page.
We do not know if 5.8 holds without an identity assumption.

Theorem 5.9. [Le Page]. If A is a normed algebra with identity and
ae A satisfies 11 (a + X) x 11 < 11 x (a + X) 11 for every x in A and X in
C, then a lies in the center of A.

Proof. The inequality extends to the completion so we may again
assume A is complete. For any X satisfying \ X \ > || a ||, put x y (a + X)~ \
Then (a+ 2) x {a + X) y (a + 2)~1 (a/X+ 1) y (a/X+ 1)~1 so ||(l+a/
X) y (1 +a/Xy1 || < || y j|. Thus if /i is any complex number and n is an
integer such that « > || 0 || • | ^ |, then || (1 + pi/n) y (l+jn/n)'1 || < || y ||.
Iterating this estimate n times, || (1 + p/n)n y (1 + fi/n)~n || < || y ||, so
when n go we have || exp (pa) y exp (-pa) || y || for all p in C and y
in A. As in Theorem 5.8, this shows that ay y a for all y in A as desired.

The radical of a Banach algebra has other characterizations which are
needed for the next theorem. A representation n of a Banach algebra A
is a homomorphism from A into B (X), the Banach algebra of bounded
linear operators on a Banach space X. The representation n is called irre-
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ducible provided that n (x) has no non-trivial invariant subspaces for every
x in A. It isfaithful if ker n (0). The kernel of an irreducible representation
n is called a primitive ideal of A and has the following intrinsic
characterization : a two-sided ideal J is primitive if and only if there is a maximal
modular left ideal L such that J {aeA:axeL for every xeA}.
The radical of A can then be characterized as the intersection of all primitive
ideals of A (See Rickart [73, pp. 54-55]). An algebra A is called primitive
if (0) is a primitive ideal, semi-simple if Rad (A) (0), and radical if
Rad (A) A.

Theorem 5.10. [Le Page]. Suppose A is a semi-simple Banach algebra
with identity and set Dxy xy — yx. If one of the two following conditions

holds, then A is commutative :

(1) For all x, y in A and s > 0 there exists M > 0 such that
|| exp (Ax) y exp (- Ax) || < M exp (e|/l|) for all A in C.

(2) For all x, y in A, || Dnxy 111
/w

—> 0 as n -> oo.

Proof Conditions (1) and (2) are equivalent since exp (Ax) y exp — Ax)
CO

Z (W (See> for example Markushevich [56, vol. II, p. 259].)
n o

If A satisfies (1) or (2), so does every primitive quotient algebra B A)J.

But B can be represented faithfully as an irreducible algebra of bounded

operators on a Banach space X. We wish to show that B is one-dimensional.

Suppose, to the contrary, there is an operator U in B and an a in X such

that b U (a) is not a scalar multiple of a. Set DTU TU - UT and

choose T'mB such that T (a) 0 and T(b) b, which is possible by the

strict transitivity of B (See Rickart [72, p. 60]).
Then DTU (a) TU (a) - UT (a) b and DnTU (a) b for all

n > 0. Thus || DnTU\\ > || b ||/|| a |[, which contradicts (2). We conclude

that every irreducible representation of A is one dimensional, hence

commutative. Then n (xy — yx) 0 for every x, y in A and irreducible
representation n. Since A is semi-simple, xy - yx 0.

Donald Spicer [82] has observed that if every irreducible representation
of A is one-dimensional and there exists k > 0 such that 11 x 11 < kp (x)
for all x in the commutator C of A, then A is commutative; and conversely.

Indeed, since every irreducible representation of A/R is one-dimensional,
then A/R is commutative and hence C <= Rad (A). Therefore every
commutator is quasi-nilpotent and it follows that xy - yx 0 by the

inequality.
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Theorem 5.11. [Le Page]. If A is a complex Banach algebra with

identity and Ax2 Ax for every x in A, then A is commutative and

semi-simple.

Proof To prove that A is semi-simple it suffices to show that 0 is

the only quasi-nilpotent element of A. If x is quasi-nilpotent, there is a y
in A such that yx2 x. So for every positive integer p, ypxp+1 x or
|| v ||1/p < || y || || v \ \1/p || xp \ \1/p -> 0 as p - oo. Thus || x || 0 and

x 0. Next note that if yx2 x, yx is idempotent. Since [x(yx-l)]2
x (yx2-x) (yx- 1) 0, x (yx- 1) is nilpotent, hence zero. Premul-

plying by y yields (yx)2 — yx 0. Now every idempotent e in A is central:

for any z in A, ez(l-e) and (1 — e) ze are nilpotent, hence zero. Thus ez

and ze are both eze.

Now the hypothesis of 5.11 will be fulfilled in every quotient and in
particular every primitive quotient B A! J of A. If x is a non-zero element

of B, there is a y in B such that yx is nonzero and central. Since a central
element in an algebra of operators is multiplication by a scalar, x is left
invertible. This implies B z^C and so every irreducible representation of A
is one-dimensional. As in Theorem 5.10 we conclude that A is commutative.

J. Duncan and A. Tullo [36] have extended Theorem 5.11 to show that
A must be finite-dimensional and in fact A & Cn.

It is easily seen that the extended result of Duncan and Tullo fails if A
is not required to have identity; e.g., let A be the space of complex sequences
which are eventually zero.

Theorem 5.12. [Le Page]. Suppose A is a Banach algebra with identity
and ax - xa is quasi-nilpotent for every x in A. Then ax - xa e Rad (A)
for all x in A.

Proof We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 5.10, first noting that
the hypothesis on a holds for its canonical image in any quotient of A.
Let B A/J be any primitive quotient, considering B as an irreducible
algebra of operators on X, and let U be the image of a in B. We show U
is in the center of B by showing that it is multiplication by a scalar. This
is immediate if dim X 1, so assume to the contrary that dim X > 1

and that there exists be X such that V U (b) is not a scalar multiple of b.
Choose T in B such that T (b) 0 and T (b') — b by the strict transitivity
of B. Let V TU - UT so that V (b) b, implying that 1 e a (V) and
hence V fails to be quasi-nilpotent. Thus the image of ax - xa is zero
by every irreducible representation and consequently belongs to Rad (A).



We do not know if the assumption of an identity element can be deleted
in (5.9)-(5.12). Also, it is open as to whether or not one needs completeness
in (5.11) and (5.12).

Hirschfeld and Zelazko closed their influential paper on commutativity
[47] with the following two conjectures:

Conjecture 1. If for every commutative subalgebra B of a complex
Banach algebra A there is a constant k such that p (x) > k || x || for every x
in B, then A is commutative.

Conjecture 2. If A is a complex Banach algebra in which 0 is the only
quasi-nilpotent and the spectral radius is continuous, then A is commutative.

B. Aupetit has established partial results in the direction of Conjecture 1

[10] and more recently has published a counterexample to Conjecture 2 [15].

In the description which follows the continuity of x -» o (x) refers to the

Hausdorff metric on the compact subsets of C. A proof of the next result
is given in [10, Theorem 1.1].

Theorem 5.13. [Aupetit]. Iffor every a in a complex Banach algebra A
there is a constant k > 0 such that p (x) > k 11 x 11 for every x in the

closed subalgebra generated by a, then the function x -» a (x) is locally
uniformly continuous on an open dense subset of A.

Global uniform continuity of the spectrum, or even of the spectral
radius, on A would imply commutativity modulo the radical as we shall see

in the next section. The proof of Theorem 5.13 and the proofs published by

Aupetit on commutativity and the spectral radius conditions have been

based on potential theory and the use of subharmonic functions. These

techniques render the proofs less computational, but also less elementary
and accessible. They have however drawn analytical and topological
considerations further into the picture and produced some very appealing
theorems. For example in another partial result on Conjecture 1, conditions

on the topological properties of the spectrum are used to obtain sufficiency
for commutativity [10]:

Theorem 5.14. Iffor every x in A there is an a in A and k > 0

such that x lies in the closed subalgebra C (a) generated by a, o (a) has

no interior points and a finite number of holes, and p (y) > k || y || for
every y e C (a), then A is commutative.
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A surprisingly simple counterexample to Conjecture 2 was published

by Aupetit in 1978 [15]. He makes extensive use of results obtained by

Ackermans [1] in which the Gelfand representation for a commutative

Banach algebra B is lifted to the matrix algebra with entries in B. Let U

be the open unit disk in C and B the commutative Banach algebra of

continuous functions on U x U which are holomorphic in U x U. In

the algebra of 2 x 2 matrices with entries in B define the norm by

a b

c d
max { \ \ a \ \ + \\b \ \ I \c I + 1M 11}

Let A be the closed noncommutative subalgebra with 1 formed by the

matrices

where /, g eBf{zuz2) g(z%,z2)

v Or + z2) Tg (zx, z2) Tf (zt, z2)j

and T is the isometric automorphism of B defined by Tf (z1? z2)

/ O2, *i). According to Ackermans [1, Th. 3.1, 3.2] the spectrum is

continuous on A. If m e A is quasi-nilpotent then again by [1, Th. 2.2]
~ A

{0} u <7 (4> (m)) where B is the set of multiplicative linear func-
A

HB
tionals on A and

~ / <M/(Z1>Z2)) \
xfi ((z 1 + z2) Tg(z!,z2)) (p (Tf (zj,

~ A
Thus 4> (m) is quasi-nilpotent for each e B and its square is zero by the

Cayley-Hamilton Theorem. Since B is semi-simple, m2 0. In particular

/ (z1? z2)2 + (z1+z2) g Oi, z2) g O2? zi) 0 which in turn implies
that / (z1,z2) =g(zx,z2) 0. Hence m 0 so there are no nonzero
quasi-nilpotents in A.

6. COMMUTATIVITY AND THE SPECTRAL RADIUS

We now consider some weaker conditions on the spectral radius which
influence the commutativity of a Banach algebra. Two familiar properties
of the norm, subadditivity and submultiplicativity, are also satisfied by
the spectral radius on commuting elements. Does the imposition of these

properties on the whole algebra then imply commutativity Because
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\x\a sup { I 2 I : ÀE(j(x)}
vanishes for every x in the radical, | • |ff certainly satisfies both properties
in a noncommutative radical algebra. Consequently commutativity modulo
the radical is the most that could be expected. In 1971, Bernard Aupetit [7]

announced that in a Banach algebra A each of these conditions separately
imply that ^4/Rad (A) is commutative and that in fact the following are

equivalent :

(1) I x + y \a < a (\x\a + \y \a) for some a > 0.

(" I * is subadditive")

(2) I xy \a < ß I x \a I y |ff for some ß > 0. (" | • \a is submultiplicative")

(3) A/Rad (A) is commutative (A is "almost commutative".)

Proofs of these equivalences were published later [9] using subharmonic
functions. Several additional equivalent conditions involving the spectral
radius and spectral diameter were added at this time, the most significant
of which is

(4) I • |ff is uniformly continuous on A.

In the case of algebras with identity Aupetit was in fact able to restrict
the subadditive and submultiplicative conditions to a neighborhood of
the identity.

Using a more elementary algebraic approach J. Zemanek has also

established the equivalence of conditions (1) - (4). An account of this first
appeared in a joint paper with V. Ptäk [70] where three auxiliary conditions
were introduced, each equivalent to (1) - (4). A more refined and
comprehensive treatment has now been given by Zemânek [112]. This version
rests on an analysis of the pseudonorm

s (x) sup { I x — u~ 1xu \a: u is invertible in A or A± }

and depends on an extension of the Jacobson density theorem given in
A. M. Sinclair's monograph [79, p. 36]. In [112] Zemanek also established

related results involving the spectral radius and used the techniques developed

there to prove analogous theorems for real Banach algebras. His

work renders the equivalences (1) - (4) accessible without reference to potential
theory and subharmonic functions while sacrificing some of the sharpness

of Aupetit's results. We now give proofs of these equivalences following
the arguments of Ptâk-Zemânek [70], but supressing the auxiliary conditions
mentioned above.
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First we note that (3) implies both (1) and (2). This follows immediately

from the behavior of ] • |ff on the quotient A/R, where R Rad (A).

Lemma 6.1. For any x in the Banach algebra A, \ x + R |ff | * |<r

Proof. We show that <r(x+R) u {0} g (x) u {0}. Let 2/0
belong to a (x) so that x/2 is quasi-singular in A. If x/2 + R were quasi-

regular in AIR, then x/2 oyeR for some y in A. Since every element

of R is quasi-regular, x/2 would be quasi-regular also. Thus X e a (x+ R).

The reverse inclusion is similarly proved and the result clearly extends to

any quasi-regular ideal.

Proposition 6.2. If A is an almost commutative Banach algebra, then

| • is subadditive and submultiplicative.

Proof. |x + y|(T |x + y + R|(T<|x + R|cr + |y + R|(r=|x|(T
+ \ya\. Analogously | xy Jr < | x |ff • | y |ff.

Proposition 6.3. If | • |ff is subadditive, then | • \a is uniformly
continuous.

Proof. The subadditivity of | • |ff yields || x \a - | y \ff | < | x y Jff

< || x - y ||, which actually shows Lipschitz continuity with a constant of 1.

Proposition 6.4. If | • |ff is subadditive, then | • \a is submultiplicative.

Proof. We may certainly assume a > 1. Let ß 9oc2. To show that
I xy |ff < 9a2 I x |ff | | it suffices to choose X e C such that | X |

> 9a2 I x \a I y |ff and show X — xy is invertible. (We now adjoin an identity
to A if it has none, but (2) is assumed to hold only in A). Choose complex
numbers p and v satisfying pv 2, | p | > 3a | x |ff, | v | > 3a | y |ff.

Put u x/p and v y Ip. Then | u \a < l/3a and | v |ff < l/3a. Since u
commutes with (1 -w)-1 we have | (1 -u)~1 u |ff < | (1 -u)~1 | | u |ff

< [1/(1 - 1 /3a)] [1 /3a] l/3a - 1 < l/2a since a > 1. Similarly |(1 —v)~ 1v\a.

< I/2a. Now X — xy is invertible if 1 — uv is; but 1 — uv (1 — «)
[1 +(1 —u)~1 u + v (1 —v)~x] (1 — v) where each factor is invertible,
the middle one because | (1 -u)~1 u + v (1 —v)~1 \a < a | (1 -u)~1 u \a

+ a I v (1 —v)~1 \a < 1.

Proposition 6.5. J/* | • |ff is submultiplicative, then | • \a is subadditive.

Proof. It is convenient to consider the cases with and without identity
separately. Suppose A has an identity and \X \ > /? | x ^ + jß | |ff (assume
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/?>1). Then 2 — x is invertible and X — (x + y) (X — x) [1 — (X — x) 1

y]
while \(X-xy1y\„<ß|(A-x)~1 \„\y\a < (|A| - |x|„)~11 y |„ < 1.

Thus X — (x + y) is invertible and the conclusion follows with a

max {ß, 1 }. If A has no identity, again assume ß > 1 and that | X |

> ß I x \a + ß I y \a. Since X ~ x is invertible in Au we have (X-x)'1
v + u where v e A and /i e C. From (X — x) (jn + v) 1 we have fi 1/2,

and hence v (X — x)-1 — 1/2. Now X — (x+.y) (2 — x) [1 — (2 — x)~ 1y]

(A-x) [l-(l/A.F-öy] (A-x) [l-wj(l-(l/A)j)_1] (l — (1/A)j),
where 1 — (1/2)y is invertible since | 2 | > | y \a. Since A is an ideal in Alf
we have | vy(1 1

|ff < jß | v \a | (l ~(1/X)y) "1 |ff. But

v
|x[g < \x\a

Vla^
I A I (IA| — |x|CT) ^ |A| (IA| —/?|x:(r)

and I y (l -(1 /X)y) ~ 1
|„ < | A | • | y |CT/(|Aj - |y|J < | A | • \y\J(\X\~ß\y\

Multiplying these estimates we obtain | (l — (1/A).r) ~1 |ff < \a

(|A| — ß\x\„) (|A| — ß\y|ff) < 1. So again we may take a max { 1 j.
Proposition 6.6. If|• |ff is subadditive on A, then A is almost com-

mutative.

Proof. Since | • |ff must be submultiplicative, Corollary 5.5 (to the

results of Hirschfeld-Zelazko) states that ^/Rad (A) must be commutative.
It is of interest that the uniform continuity of | • |ff implies its Lipschitz

continuity. It is easy to see that the Lipschitz constant can be taken as

1/8 where \ \ x — y \\ < e implies || x \a — \ y \a | <1. We have already
seen that the subadditivity of | • |ff implies its Lipschitz continuity.

7. Further generalizations and related results

During the past forty years the general subject of this paper has received

attention from many authors. Our purpose here is to give a brief discussion

of some of the relevant literature.
Ramaswami studies in [71] the Mazur-Gelfand theorem under minimal

hypothesis. He weakens the associative law and also the triangle inequality;
the former in several ways. In all he gives six different sets of sufficient

conditions for a "generalized" complex Banach algebra to coincide with
the complex field. He treats real Banach algebras in the same spirit.

Elementary proofs of the Mazur-Gelfand theorem which avoid direct

appeal to complex function theory (in particular to Liouville's theorem)



have been given by Kametani [51], Ono [64], Ramaswami [71], Rickart [72],

Stone [84], and Tornheim [93]. Stone's proof is based on completeness of
the algebra and a study of the behavior of the sequence xn(xn-rn) as

n —> oo, r > 0, where x is an element which is not a complex multiple of
the identity. Tornheim [93] observes that if A is a normed field, y e A,

y <£ C, then the function / : C - R defined by

f(X) l|i/(y-^)||
is continuous, positive and small for large 2. Hence / takes on a maximum
value M > 0 on a closed, bounded subset of C. He then gives an elementary

argument (that does not depend on completeness) which shows that this
is impossible. The arguments of Ono [64] and Rickart [72] were obtained

independently and nearly simultaneously; both are based on properties
of roots of unity. Rickart's proof appears in his well known book [73].

Various generalizations of the Mazur-Gelfand theorem and Theorem 3.1

to topological algebras with identity have been considered by Allan [5],
Arens [6], Aurora [17], Edwards [37], Ramaswami [71], Shafarevich [76],
Shilov [77], Stone [84], Turpin [94], and Zelazko [101-108]. For the most
part these papers are concerned with either omitting the assumption of a

norm altogether or else significantly weakening the properties of the norm.
For example, Arens [6] shows that a convex topological linear division
algebra over C with continuous inversion is isomorphic to C. On the
other hand, he observes that the algebra of holomorphic functions on an
open subset of C with the usual topology is a non-normable, convex,
metrizable algebra which has no nonzero topological divisors of zero but
still is not a division algebra.

The extensive studies of Aurora [17-25] relating to the Mazur-Gelfand
theorem and the general classification of topological fields are quite significant.

Generally speaking, he centers his attention on associative rings with
identity which are furnished with a norm satisfying a wide variety of
hypotheses. His results are numerous, and, among other things, contain many
of the previously discussed results as special cases. For more information
the reader may consult the individual papers.

A very readable account of Zelazko's (and others) work up to 1964
can be found in his Yale lecture notes [104] (see also [105]). His more recent
work [106, 107, 108] is concerned with extending known properties of
topological divisors of zero. For example, in [106] a topological ring is
said to have generalized topological divisors of zero if there exists at least
one pair of subsets P, Q of A such that 0 is in the closure of PQ, but is not
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in the closure of P or Q. A locally convex topological algebra A over the

complex numbers is called m-convex if its topology is defined by a family
of semi-norms for which || xy || < || x || || y || for all x, y in A. The main
theorem in [106] states that an m-convex topological algebra which is not
the complex numbers always has generalized topological divisors of zero.
In [107] he shows that a real m-convex algebra must have generalized
topological divisors of zero or be homeomorphically isomorphic to either
the reals, complexes, or quaternions. In [108] Kaplansky's theorem (4.2)
is extended to real p-normed algebras. (Roughly, a p-normed algebra is

an algebra with a complete algebra norm with the usual homogeneity
replaced by || Xx || | X |p || x ||, 0 < p < 1.)

The subject of absolute-valued algebras has been studied by Albert
[2, 3, 4], Gleichgewicht [41], Strzelecki [85, 86, 87], Urbanik [95], Urbanik
and Wright [96], and Wright [99]. In these papers it is not assumed that the

algebra is associative. In particular, an example provided in [96] shows that
Theorem 3.1 fails for non-associative algebras. In this more general context
it is proved by Urbanik and Wright [96] that a real, absolute-valued algebra
with identity is isomorphic to either the reals, the complexes, the quaternions,

or the Cayley-Dickson algebra. Their proof consists in showing that
the algebra in question must be algebraic (i.e., the algebra A (x) generated
by x is finite dimensional for each x); then the theorem follows from one
of Albert's theorems (See [3]).

Two papers on real Hilbert algebras deserve mention. A Hilbert algebra
is a Hilbert space which is also a Banach algebra relative to the inner
product norm || x || (x|x)1/2. In the real case Ingelstam proved that if
such an algebra has an identity of unit norm, it must be the reals, complexes

or quaternions. His argument has been considerably simplified by Smiley
[81]. In the complex case Hirschfeld [45] considers Hilbertizable algebras,
i.e., Banach algebras which support a comparable norm which makes the

algebra a Hilbert space, but is not necessarily submultiplicative. Using
ideas of Ingelstam and Smiley he shows that a complex Hilbertizable
algebra which is semi-simple and has an identity of unit (Hilbert) norm
must be the complex numbers. He remarks that van Castern using a different
line of argument has shown the assumption of semi-simplicity to be
superfluous.

Jan van eastern's similar result, also giving necessary and sufficient
conditions for a complex algebra which is a normed linear space to be the

complex numbers, is as follows [32]: Let A be an algebra over C with
identity e. Suppose that A as a vector space is normed so that || e || 1
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and the unit ball is smooth at e (i.e., e (A, || • ||)' : || <f> || (f) (e) 1}
is a singleton). Then A Ce if and only if there is a norm || • ||i on A

for which || (.x + e)n |(t < exp (n\\x\\) for all n e N and x e A.

A characterization of commutativity in C*-algebras is given by Crabb-

Duncan-McGregor [34] again in terms of a norm inequality: A C*-algebra A
is commutative if and only if

for all hermitian elements x, y e A with || * || ||y|| b Some

generalizations of this can be found in Duncan and Taylor [35].

A version of Edward's theorem (4.13) using the spectral radius in place

of the norm has been established by Aupetit. The statement and proof
given in [12] contain a gap which will be corrected in Aupetit's forthcoming
monograph [16]. The correct statement is: If A is a real Banach algebra
with identity containing a nonempty open set U of invertible elements

satisfying p (x) p (x_1) 1, then T/Rad A is isomorphic to R, C, H, or
M2 (R). If A is complex, ^4/Rad A is isomorphic to C.

There are in addition two complex versions of this theorem in the

context of ^-algebras :

Let A be a complex Banach *-algebra with identity the set of whose
hermitian elements contain a nonempty open set U of invertibles such that
for every x e U, p(x)p(x_1) L Then T/Rad A is isomorphic to C
with the involution u ü or to C2 with the involution (w, v) -» (w, v).
The other version has precisely the same statement except that p is replaced

Aupetit has also obtained results along the lines of the Hirschfeld-
Zelazko theorems in the context of ^-algebras. We cite the following two
theorems from [10]:

(1) Let A be a Banach *-algebra and k > 0 such that for all hermitian
h one has p (h) > k 11 h 11 and a (h) has no interior points and a finite
number of holes. Then if A has no nilpotents, A is commutative.

(2) Let A be a Banach *-algebra and k > 0 such that for every hermitian
h one has p (h) > k 11 h 11 and a (h) has no interior points and a finite
number of holes. Then if A has no non-nilpotent quasi-nilpotents, all its
irreducible representations are finite dimensional.

A generalization of commutativity called P-commutativity has been
studied by W. Tiller in [92]. The definition is as follows: For each positive
functional / on a complex *-algebra A, let If {xeA : f (x*x) 0}

by
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and P n If9 where the intersection is taken over all positive functionals
on A. The algebra A is called P-commutative if xy — yx e P for all x,
y in A. Tiller establishes the following two theorems relating properties
of the spectral radius to P-commutativity :

(1) Let A be a Banach *-algebra which is symmetric and P-commutative.
Then if x, y e A, p (xy) < p (x) p (y) and p (x+ y) < p (x) + p (y).

(2) Let A be a Banach *-algebra with bounded approximate identity.
If p (x*x) < p (x)2 for every x in A, then A is P-commutative.
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